I'm nice like a kitten and claw like a cat
because pussy grabs back.
Cute like a puppy and bark like a dog
because this bitch can’t accept patriarchal hogs.

Enchanting like a Goddess, mesmerizing like Venus,
my beauty is an extension of power over penis.
Mystical like a Siren and raging like Athena
because my story takes place on earth and in an arena.

Dirty in a new dress and glittering in overalls
because we can do it in anything, after all.
We may be short, but we're not small.
Where do you get the gall?

We’re diverse like a rainbow, ignite like lightning
because our love is for all, our will is frightening.
The Middle East stones us, everyone executes the Jezebel
because jealous men want all, lie and say we're from hell.

We fight for equality to protect our rights,
governments silence us and say they might.
Don’t believe all congresspeople
who legislate from the steeple.

We seem calm, but our rage is a metaphorical bomb,
chants thunder toward the hill, no time for sitcoms.
Suited supremacists can’t stop us with their bill.
We’ll take them down, it’s our freedom, our will.